This bibliography contains a selected list of books and journal articles on Japanese Modernism. Books held in the Architectural Association Library will have the shelfmark noted.

Books (arranged in alphabetical order by title)


Frank Lloyd Wright: The Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, Japan 1915-22 / Frank Lloyd Wright, edited and photographed by Yukio Futagawa (Global Architecture 53) Tokyo: ADA Edita, 1980 AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(73):92WRI GLO

From Shinto to Ando: studies in architectural anthropology in Japan / Gunter Nitschke London: Academy Editions, 1993 AA SHELFMARK: 72.03(52) NIT


Japanese modernism / A Lahiri Tokyo: Hokuseido, 1939 BL Control No. U100205951


Maekawa Kunio and the emergence of Japanese modernist architecture / Jonathan M Reynolds
AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(52):92KUN REY

AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(52):92KUR KUR

AA SHELFMARK: ON ORDER

AA SHELFMARK: ON ORDER

AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(52) BOY

AA SHELFMARK: 72.036(52) KUL

Nikken Sekkei: building modern Japan 1900-1960 / edited by Kenneth Frampton and Kunio Kudo, introduction Kenneth Frampton; historical essay Botond Bognar; descriptive text Sandy Heck

Nikken Sekkei: building future Japan 1900-2000 / Botond Bognar, introduction Kenneth Frampton

Overcome by modernity: history, culture, and community in interwar Japan / Harry Harootunian


Structure and form in Japan / Werner Blaser Zurich: Artemis-Verlag-Aktiengesellschaft, 1963
AA SHELFMARK: 72.03(52) BLA


Journal Articles (arranged by year and month of publication)

in Space Design (SD) n.9 (432) September 2000

‘Twenty Modern Movement buildings in Japan built between 1926 and 1966’ / article by Takao Fujiki (text in Japanese)
in Kenchiku Bunka v.55 n.644 June 2000
'30 people who moved Modernism: rethinking the Modernists: the Japanese perspective’ / article by Hajime Yatsuka, Kenjiro Okazaki   (text in Japanese)
in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.55 n.639 January 2000 special feature, entire issue

‘Antonin Raymond’ / article by Ken Tadashi Oshima, and others (text in English and Japanese)
in *Japan Architect* n.33 Spring 1999 Special Issue

‘Building favourites’ / article by Sutherland Lyall (briefly discusses Junzo Sakakura’s Museum of Modern art in Kamakura, Japan, built during the postwar period)
in *Architects’ Journal* v.209 n.4 January 28 1999

‘Modern houses II’ / article by Shinobu Akahori and Waro Kishi (includes ‘Spatial interpenetration in modernism and materials as “apparence”’/ article by Shinobu Akahori (text in English and Japanese)
in *Japan Architect* n.29 Spring 1998 Special Issue

‘Modern houses’ / article by Hiroshi Matsukuma, and others (includes ‘Tracing the genealogy of modernism and materiality in the works of Raymond, Yoshimura and Masuzawa’ by Junichi Ishizaki (text in English and Japanese)
in *Japan Architect* n.22 (2) Summer 1996 Special Issue

‘The architecture of Kameki Tsuchiura: a reappraisal / article by Makoto Ueda and others (includes ‘Kameki Tsuchiura and new Modernism’ by Y Nishizawa (text in Japanese)
in *Space Design (SD)* n.7 (382) July 1996

in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.49 n.578 December 1994

‘Japanese modernism: bold shapes and strong colors define a house in Nagoya’ / article by Carol Lutfy
in *Architectural Digest* v.51 n.11 November 1994

in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.49 n.577 November 1994

‘Renshichiro Kawakita’s early two projects’ subtitle: ‘Renshichiro Kawakita’s activities and idea with special reference to the meaning in the making of the modernism in Japanese architecture (Part 1)’ (text in English and Japanese)
in *Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai Keikakuukei Ronbun Hokoku Shu = Journal of Architecture, Planning and Environmental Engineering* n.11 (465) November 1994

in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.49 n.576 October 1994

in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.49 n.575 September 1994

in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.49 n.574 August 1994

‘Modernism Japan No.15’ / article by Takayuki Suzuki (text in Japanese)
in *Kenchiku Bunka* v.49 n.573 July 1994

‘The future of the game’ / article by Waro Kishi (Kishi discusses modernism and several of his works) (text in English and Japanese)
in *Japan Architect* n.14 Summer 1994

‘New aspect in Modernism’ / article by Yoshiaki Akasaka (discussion of modernism which leads to a description of the R-90 research facility by Takenaka Komuten) (text in English and Japanese)
in *Japan Architect* n.14 Summer 1994
‘Modernism meets tradition: a new design vocabulary emerges for Japan’s public spaces’ / article by Yoji Sasaki
in Landscape Architecture vol.79 n.2 March 1989

‘Modern architecture in early Showa Japan: the 1920-1945 period’ / article by Yasuhiko Nishizawa, and others (text in Japanese)
in Space Design (SD) n.286 (7) July 1988

‘Where do we stand? A lecture about Modernism, Post-Modernism and the neglected possibility of a responsive architecture’ / article by Peter Blundell-Jones (text in English and Japanese)
in Architecture and Urbanism n.3 (198) March 1987

in Architectes Architecture n.174 January-February 1987

‘Japanese spatial conception (8). Practicing professionals; The era of Modernism’ / article by Ching-Yu Chang
in Japan Architect vol.59 n.11/12 (331/332) November/December 1984

‘Despues del Modernismo: Kenzo Tange – Kazuo Shinohara’ (dialogue between Tange and Shinohara about the Modern Movement (text in Spanish)
in Summa n.203 August 1984

‘Riken Yamamoto: traditionalisme versus modernisme = Riken Yamamoto: traditionalism versus modernism’ / article by Nikele van Putten (text in Dutch)
in Forum voor Architectuur en Daarmee Verbonden Kunsten vol.29 n.1 1984

‘Modernism at the Crossroad’ / article by Fumihiko Maki (text in English and Japanese)
in Japan Architect vol.58 n.311 March 1983